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Welcome to the 
Culture Hub!

You will be given the opportunity to attend
two different activities in this 

breakout session. 
 

The activities will focus on either
Personal Belonging or

Belonging within Family and Community.



Culture Hub
Learning Outcomes

 
Gain a deeper understanding of the role of

country, family, community and personal identity
in the expression of 

culture and belonging.
 

Understand the necessity of cultural expression
for identity and belonging.

 
Understand the role of belonging in healing.

 



 
These activities will explore:

 
The nature of how things are and 

why things exist.
 

Personal values, ethics and spirituality.
 

How our beliefs inform our view of the world
around us and how this shapes our experience of

identity, connection and belonging.

Personal Belonging



These activities will explore:
 

The relationships between knowledge, 
beliefs and truth.

 
How language and foundational kinship informs

identity & belonging through connections to
family, community and country.

 
The importance of cultural knowledge and

experience in the maintenance and
     expression of cultural identity.

Belonging within
Family and Community



Presenter: Uncle Laurie Bimson
Facilitator: Debbie Hind

Caring for Guringai
Country

 

Traditional food and sustainable       
 cultural practices deepen connection                     

and belonging. 
Learn about how the Guringai people

survived and thrived on country through
their understanding of their cultural

responsibilities for caring for country,
relationship with the land, animals and
waters and the importance of keeping

culture alive today.

Belonging within Family & Community



Identity through 
Personal Styling – 

African cultures
Presenter: Chisenga Makomo

Facilitator: Sophie Gillfeather - Spetere

This workshop explores how identity in
African cultures and respect for self and

others is expressed through personal style. 
 

You will gain an understanding of
the important role of hairstyles, fabric and

fashion for both genders and the
connection of personal style to belonging

within family and community.

Personal Belonging



Biladurang Dreaming &
Belonging

One of the most significant dreaming stories &
songlines of the Aboriginal people’s of the eastern

nations is the story of Biladurang.
 

Biladurang explores the roles of family, community,
parents, safety and wellbeing of children. The story

also explores the concepts of disconnection,
rejection and isolation.

 

Biladurang showcases the strengths of loving
parents and spiritual nourishment in creating

a community that values all people and the strength
that diversity brings to community and to belonging.

 

The Biladurang is a sacred totem of First Nations
peoples that is honoured & revered for

leading people towards deeper belonging &
connection in our communities.

Presenter: Milan Dhiiyaan
Facilitator:  Catherine Esposito

Personal Belonging



Sacred Rituals – 
Indian culture
Presenter: Asma Khatoon

Facilitator: Rachana Guatam

This workshop will explore Mehndi, known
as henna and its role in Indian religious

ceremony and cultural rites of passage. 
 

Henna is a paste made from a plant and is
associated with positive spirits, health   

 and good luck. 
 

Henna is used in ceremonies throughout
the lifetime, however, the most common

and important time henna is used is at the
time of marriage.

Belonging within Family &Communtiy



Belonging in a New Culture –
Afghanistani culture

Presenter: Neelab Haidari
Facilitator: Hasina Faizi 

This workshop explores belonging through Neelab’s
lived experience of escaping violent persecution. 

 
Neelab was forced to flee Afghanistan due to cultural
persecution by the Taliban. Neelab arrived in Australia

in 2013 when she was 16 years old. Neelab started
painting in the following year, without 

training or tuition.
 

Painting helps Neelab heal from what she has been
through and speak out about the experience of 

Afghan women. 
 

Neelab has found a newfound freedom of expression
and source of connection to her Australian 

community through her artwork.

Belonging within Family & Community



Belonging through 
Bush Food 

This workshop explores traditional and
contemporary uses of various native plants

and other bush foods, including culinary
and medicinal uses and sustainable

gathering practices. 
Participants will see, touch and smell a

variety of seasonal plants, plus taste
samples of bush food used in

contemporary foods including 
dampers and jam. 

Jess will explain her own personal
experience of being connected to

Country and Culture through knowledge
and use of bush foods and medicines.

Individual Belonging

Presenter: Jess Sinnott
Facilitator: Lynette Lawrie



Language and Luck –
Chinese culture

Presenter: Lilith Zhou
Facilitator: Lisa Tesoriero

This workshop explores the importance of language
learning and traditional knot making for fostering

belonging in Chinese culture. 
 

In the Chinese community it is very important for
children to learn Chinese language from birth. Ideally
this includes visiting China to learn to read and write

Chinese characters before turning five years old. 
 

Language learning and knot making go hand in hand as
a way to practice language, learn traditional craft and
understand the cultural symbolism embedded in this

practice. Each knot shape has its own symbolic
meaning and is used to call things into your life like

luck, love, safety or prosperity.

Personal Belonging



Notes



For more information and
consultation please contact:

 
Multicultural Services

multicultural@facs.nsw.gov.au 
 

or
 

Aboriginal Outcomes
aboriginaloutcomes@facs.nsw.gov.au

 


